The Jamieson River is a remote river with limited access and a variety of sections. The river ranges from a small mountain stream to exciting gorges and long flat stretches. The length of the sections means you need to be prepared but it is worth the effort.

Wrens Flat to Gerrang Bridge

Length: 31 km
Grade of rapids: Grade of rapids: 2 – 3
River gradient/width: 4.5 m per km width – narrow (widens in second half)
Section character: This section has three distinct characters, initially a narrow fast flowing stream with gravel races, then a narrow gorge with multiple rapids and finally a slow flowing river with logs and flat sections.
Hazards: River is prone to snagging both in the gorge and in the long flat section after the gorge. This is a long section so start early and make sure you have sufficient time.
Put in: Wrens Flat, Mt Sunday Road
Pull out: Gauge access track, Jamieson-Licola Road, 4 k east of Jamieson
Other access: Access from Grannys Flat camping area and from four wheel drive tracks on the south side of river. Walking tracks run along the river left bank for most of the section.
Shuttle information: Length - 32 k on dirt roads (2 wheel drive vehicles are O.K.) however trees may block the road, snow is possible in Winter and the road can be slippery in wet conditions.

River level: Gerrang Bridge - Min 1.6m, Good: 2.0m, High: 2.4m, Flood: NK
Gauge: Gerrang Bridge, Jamieson-Licola Road, 4 k east of Jamieson

Other information: Some roads closed during winter - check with Parks Vic for current road status. Telstra/Optus reception at intersection of Mt Sunday Road and the Jamieson-Licola Road
Emergency contacts: Nearest Police: Jamieson and Mansfield; Nearest Hospital - Mansfield; Nearest town - Jamieson
**Low Saddle Road Bridge to Wrens Flat**

- **Length:** 20 km.
- **Grade of rapids:** 3-4
- **River gradient/width:** 15m per km, width - narrow
- **Section character:** This section has several distinct stages. Initially a narrow, fast-flowing stream with gravel races. Then, a narrow, fern-lined gorge with multiple rapids, followed by a flatter section where logs often block the river. Finally it descends into a very narrow, steep-sided and committing gorge before an easy paddle to Wrens Flat.

**Hazards:** The river is often very cold with the middle section prone to snagging. It is also very remote with access a long way from the river, particularly in the second half.

**Put in:** The Low Saddle Road bridge.

**Pull out:** Wrens Flat, on Mt Sunday Road

**Other access:** No other intermediate car access. Two other higher put in locations may be possible. At the end of the second gorge there is a walking track which links to a 4WD track that goes back to Mt Sunday Road.

**Shuttle information:** 2WD shuttle (122km) via Brocks Road to Sheepyard Flat, then the Howqua Track towards Mansfield and on to Jamieson. 4WD shuttle via Low Saddle Road and Mt Sunday Road - often has significant amounts on snow on the road.

**River level:** Gerrang Bridge - Min 1.6m, Good: 2.0m, High: 2.4m, Flood: NK

**Gauge:** Gerrang Bridge, Jamieson-Licola Road, 4 k east of Jamieson

**Other information:** Some roads closed during winter - check with Parks Vic for current road status. Telstra/Optus reception at intersection of Mt Sunday Road and the Jamieson-Licola Road

**Emergency contacts:** Nearest Police: Jamieson and Mansfield; Nearest Hospital - Mansfield; Nearest town - Jamieson